Introduction {#s01}
============

Mammalian chromosome ends are capped by telomeres, specialized structures composed of hundreds to thousands of short, tandem repeat sequences complexed with several proteins, including the telomere-specific shelterins ([@bib17]). The noncoding repetitive telomeric DNA provides a buffer against genetic information loss. Telomeres also protect against deleterious repair activities by preventing chromosome ends from being perceived as broken or damaged DNA by the DNA repair machinery ([@bib17]).

Efficient replication of telomeric DNA is essential for the maintenance of telomere structure and function. The bulk of telomere DNA is duplicated by conventional semiconservative DNA replication (for review see [@bib22]). The structural organization and repetitive nature of telomeres present potential challenges to the replication machinery. Mammalian telomere termini are organized into protective structures termed t-loops, where a lariat structure is formed by invasion of the terminal-most telomere DNA, which is single-stranded, into the double-stranded region of the telomere ([@bib23]; [@bib18]). Consequently, a requisite step in the replication of telomeres is the disassembly of t-loops. Other structural elements, including secondary structures derived from the repetitive G-rich telomere sequence, could also act as potential obstacles to replication forks. In particular, the G-rich sequence can fold into G-quadruplex (G4) DNA, a stacked structure composed of highly stable planar G-quartet rings stabilized via Hoogsteen bonds (for review see [@bib5]). G4 structures pose challenges to replication, requiring specialized helicases to unwind G4 DNA to maintain genomic stability of G4 motifs (for review see [@bib37]).

The Bloom syndrome helicase (BLM) and the Werner syndrome helicase (WRN) are two helicases that have been proposed to aid in the resolution of potential replication-impeding structures formed during telomere replication. Both of these RecQ-family helicases possess robust in vitro G4 unwinding activity ([@bib46]; [@bib8]; [@bib56]; [@bib13]). BLM has been shown to suppress the generation of replication-dependent abnormal telomeric structures termed fragile telomeres ([@bib55]), whereas WRN has been shown to suppress defects in telomere lagging strand synthesis ([@bib12]), demonstrating roles for these helicases in telomere replication. Significantly, WRN does not suppress telomere fragility ([@bib55]), indicating a functional distinction between BLM and WRN, and suggesting that BLM may play a more extensive role in telomere replication.

Additional lines of evidence support the involvement of BLM in telomere replication. BLM binds to the telomere-specific shelterin proteins TRF1, TRF2, and POT1, and its helicase activity can be stimulated by TRF2 and POT1 in vitro ([@bib47], [@bib48]; [@bib30]). However, the observation of elevated levels of telomere-to-telomere associations in BLM-deficient cells ([@bib30]), along with recent evidence showing BLM localization to ultra-fine bridges that can form between telomeres in anaphase ([@bib2]), suggests a recombination-based role for BLM in telomere maintenance. Moreover, data directly demonstrating BLM participation in telomere copying in vivo is lacking.

To elucidate the contribution of BLM to telomere replication, we examined the replication of individual telomeres using a single molecule approach. In previous studies using this approach, we demonstrated in human ([@bib19]) and mouse cells ([@bib55]) that telomere replication can initiate from origins within the telomere, resulting in replication of the G-rich strand by both the leading and lagging strand replication machinery. Here, we show that BLM aids in copying the G-rich strand during leading strand replication by forks progressing from telomeric origins. In addition, we demonstrate that BLM can suppress G4 structure formation both genome-wide and specifically at telomeres. Importantly, our findings are consistent with the BLM helicase facilitating telomere replication by resolving G4 structures that can form in the G-rich repeats during leading strand synthesis.

Results {#s02}
=======

We have previously applied an individual molecule approach termed single molecule analysis of replicated DNA (SMARD) to examine the replication of specific, individual human telomeres ([@bib19]). Asynchronous cultures of cells are sequentially pulse-labeled with two distinguishable nucleoside analogues. Individual molecules of DNA replicated during the pulses are isolated and immunostained, then imaged by fluorescence microscopy, revealing labeling patterns. Regions replicated during the first pulse appear red and regions replicated during the second pulse appear green ([Fig. S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp1}). Using locus-specific FISH probes that produce asymmetric signal patterns ("blue bar codes"), specific pulse-labeled molecules of interest are identified and oriented. To identify telomere sequences within the labeled molecules of interest, a telomere-specific peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probe is used. Analysis of the labeling patterns allows for the position, direction, and density of the replication forks in the population of replicated molecules to be determined ([@bib43]). This information also establishes the sites of replication initiation and termination in a given genomic region. Moreover, the average speed of the DNA replication forks can be calculated from the observed proportions of differently labeled molecules of the same size ([@bib43]).

To investigate the role of BLM helicase in telomere replication, we used SMARD to examine the effect of BLM deficiency on telomere replication. BLM-deficient mouse fibroblasts were used that contained a homozygous BLM mutation that leads to expression of a truncated polypeptide lacking all catalytic domains, consisting of only the N-terminal 296 amino acids of the 1,416-residue full-length protein ([@bib34]). As heterozygous cells express significant levels of wild-type BLM protein (62% of wild type cells; [@bib34]; [@bib39]), these cells served as BLM-proficient cells in these studies. Murine cells were used because the average telomere length in these cells is significantly longer (\>2.5×) than in most human cells. This affords greater opportunity to detect events in the telomere by SMARD. As a model locus, we used a 320-kb genomic segment from the end of chromosome arm 14q (Ch14q) containing the telomere and associated subtelomeric region. This segment was selected based on the availability of a restriction endonuclease site distal enough from the chromosome end to allow a telomere-containing segment of suitable size for SMARD (140--400 kb) to be excised.

BLM-deficient cells exhibit slowed replication fork movement through telomere repeats {#s03}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our SMARD analysis revealed key features of the replication program of the telomere-containing Ch14q segment common to both BLM-proficient and -deficient cells. We observed initiation events in the telomere in both cell types ([Figs. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These were primarily detected in molecules as a red tract that does not extend beyond the telomere or extends only a few kilobases beyond the telomere/subtelomere junction ([Figs. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), as origins that gave rise to these forks must have been located within the telomere. Due to the length of the red pulse (4 h), examples of telomeric initiation events where a red tract is flanked by green tracts ([Figs. S1 B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp2} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were rarely observed. In addition, almost all of the Ch14q molecules displayed continuous red labeling extending from the telomere into the subtelomere, indicating the presence of an origin within the red-labeled region. Because only one example of a subtelomeric origin was observed in the telomere-containing right half of the segment compared with nine observed telomeric initiations ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), this strongly suggests that telomere replication in molecules with continuous red labeling from the right (telomere) end of the segment was more often initiated within the telomere. Collectively, these findings indicated that the Ch14q telomere appears to be preferentially replicated by forks originating from within the telomere. An important consequence of initiating telomere replication within the telomere is that G-rich strand replication would be accomplished by both the leading and lagging strand replication machinery ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We have previously found that initiations can occur in mammalian telomeres, but these were infrequent events ([@bib55]; [@bib19]). After examining four specific individual telomeres, we determined that human telomere replication initiates predominantly in the subtelomere ([@bib19]). Similarly, initiations were detected at low frequency in mouse telomeres, suggesting that telomere replication initiates primarily in the subtelomere ([@bib55]). However, in our previous mouse studies using SMARD, smaller fragments of total genomic telomeric DNA were analyzed. Because these fragments were anonymous segments from the total population of telomeres, it was not possible to obtain information regarding the replication program of specific telomeres. Moreover, these telomere fragments contained substantially shorter associated subtelomere DNA compared with the Ch14q segment, so forks emerging from the telomere could escape detection. Thus, our results for the Ch14q telomere are the first demonstration of a telomere that appears to be replicated primarily from origins within the telomere.

![**Replication fork movement is slowed through the telomere in BLM-deficient cells.** (A) SMARD analysis of a segment of Ch14q containing the telomere from BLM-proficient (left) and BLM-deficient (right) cells. Alignments of replicated molecules are shown, collected from 6--8 independent samples stretched on slides. Of the 136 BLM-proficient and 118 BLM-deficient fully labeled (IdU, CldU, or IdU/CldU) molecules collected, only the subset of molecules fully labeled with both IdU (red) and CldU (green; IdU/CldU) are shown. A map of the 14q locus is depicted above each alignment, with the positions of the FISH probes (blue bars below) used to identify and orient the molecules indicated. Vertical orange lines mark positions of the ends of the subtelomeric FISH signals used to align the molecules. The boundary between the subtelomere and telomere is delineated by a vertical blue line. Yellow arrowheads mark sites of transition from IdU to CldU incorporation and indicate the direction of fork progression at the moment of transition during replication (polarity of fork direction assigned relative to the polarity of the telomere G-rich strand of the segment). Initiation events (red tracts flanked by green) are seen in both telomeres and subtelomeres. Telomeric initiation events are detected in molecules where the red tract of the 3′ to 5′ fork does not extend out of the telomere or extends only a few kilobases out from the telomere (BLM-proficient, molecules 1--5; BLM-deficient, molecules 1--4). White stars indicate the centers of initiations. (B) Replication profiles, histograms of the percentage of molecules containing IdU per 5 kb interval along the segment, are shown for each alignment. The telomere portion of the segment is shaded in blue and the telomere--subtelomere boundary is indicated by a blue vertical line. (C) Replication profiles of the portion of each molecule continuously IdU labeled from telomere.](JCB_201410061_Fig1){#fig1}

![**Replication initiation events are detected in the Ch14q telomere in BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells.** Replicated molecules from BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells that display telomeric initiation events (presented in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) are shown. Images of individual color channels depicting telomere PNA and locus-specific FISH probes (blue), IdU (red), and CldU (green) signals are shown below the merged images to allow better visualization of telomeric initiation events partially obscured by overlapping (blue) staining in the merged images. A map of the 14q locus is depicted above the molecule images, with the positions of the telomeric PNA and FISH probes (blue bars below) used to identify and orient the molecules indicated. Symbols are as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. White stars indicate definitive centers of initiations, where a red signal is surrounded by green (see [Fig. S1 B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp3}).](JCB_201410061_Fig2){#fig2}

One difference seen between the BLM-proficient and -deficient cells was that continuous red (iododeoxyuridine \[IdU\]) labeling from the telomere end generally extended further from the telomere in BLM-proficient cells compared with BLM-deficient cells ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that forks originating in the telomere had not progressed as far in BLM-deficient cells, implying that forks emerging from the telomere travel at a reduced rate compared with BLM-proficient cells. This is further supported by the observation that when the junction from red to green signal is scored relative to the position of the short middle FISH probe, an equal number of molecules have the red/green junction at the left or on the right of the middle FISH probe. In contrast, in BLM-deficient cells the ratio is skewed to only 26% of the molecules with the red/green junction on the left as compared with 74% of the molecules on the right of the middle FISH probe. There were also more molecules containing termination events (a green tract flanked by red tracts; Fig. S1) in the BLM-deficient cells (6) compared with the BLM-proficient cells (3). Another difference between the two cell lines was that the sites of subtelomeric initiations that were seen were located closer to the telomere in the BLM-deficient cells. In addition, the ratios of the limited subtelomeric initiation events observed (3 in 23 BLM-deficient molecules vs. 1 in 32 BLM-proficient molecules) suggested that BLM-deficient cells have a higher frequency of subtelomeric initiation compared with BLM-proficient cells.

From the proportions of fully IdU-, chlorodeoxyuridine (CldU)-, and IdU/CldU-labeled molecules, we calculated the average fork rates for both cell lines. We found that forks traveled at a slightly reduced rate in the BLM-deficient cells compared with the BLM-proficient cells ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This agreed with previous observations that BLM-deficient human fibroblasts derived from Bloom syndrome patients exhibit reduced genomic replication fork speed ([@bib25]; [@bib52]). In addition to obtaining fork rates for an entire segment, the fork rate for a smaller region within the same segment can be derived from SMARD data on the full segment ([@bib44]). Therefore, we determined the average fork rate for the terminal-most 100 kb of the 320 kb full-length fragment, where a larger percentage of the segment was telomere DNA. When we calculated rates for the terminal-most 100 kb, we found a greater difference in fork rates between BLM-deficient and -proficient cells than in rates seen for the complete 14q segment ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These data suggest that replication forks move slower through telomere repeats in BLM-deficient cells.

###### Average speed of replication forks

  Cell type/segment                              BLM**^+/−^** Ch14q (320 kb)   BLM**^−/−^** Ch14q (320 kb)   BLM**^+/−^** Ch14q PhenDC3 (320 kb)   BLM**^−/−^** Ch14q PhenDC3 (320 kb)   BLM**^+/−^** Igh PhenDC3 (235 kb)   BLM**^−/−^** Igh PhenDC3 (235 kb)
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------
  NR                                             48                            50                            71                                    49                                    55                                  57
  NG                                             56                            45                            68                                    57                                    82                                  62
  NRG                                            32                            23                            43                                    27                                    38                                  36
  Total forks                                    38                            37                            50                                    53                                    38                                  36
  NRG~100~                                       9                             8                             11                                    13                                    --                                  --
  Total forks~100~                               10                            11                            13                                    16                                    --                                  --
  Average fork speed (kb/min; full segment)      2.95 ± 0.17                   2.54 ± 0.12                   3.00 ± 0.06                           2.01 ± 0.14                           2.73 ± 0.49                         2.59 ± 0.1
  Average fork speed (kb/min; terminal 100 kb)   3.50 ± 0.24                   2.67 ± 0.13                   3.61 ± 0.07                           2.06 ± 0.15                           --                                  --

Fork speeds were determined from fully IdU (red) and/or CIdU (green) substituted molecules. The number of red (NR), green (NG), and red-green (NRG) substituted molecules obtained for each segment is shown. The average speed per replication fork (kb/min) was calculated using the following equation: average kb/min = \[length of segment (kb)/Td (min)\]/average number of replication forks in the segment, where average number of replication forks in the segment = total forks/NRG molecules and Td (min) = the time required to duplicate a particular segment. Td (min) was determined using the following equation: Td (min) = Tp1 × NRG/(NR + NRG) or Td (min) = Tp2 × NRG/(NG + NRG) ([@bib43]), where Tp1 and Tp2 = length of time (240 min) of the red and green labeling pulses, respectively; NRG = the number of molecules fully stained in both red and green; and NR or NG = the number of molecules fully stained in red or green ([Figs. S3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp4}, [S4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp5}, and [S5](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp6}). Fork speeds and standard deviations were determined from averages of values obtained from NR and NG (*n* = 2--4). The duplication time for the terminal 100 kb of the telomeric segment (which included the telomere) was calculated using the following equation: Td = Tp1 × NRG~100~/(NR + NRG) or Td = Tp2 × NRG~100~/(NG + NRG) ([@bib43], [@bib44]), where NRG~100~ = the number of molecules fully stained in both red and green in the terminal 100 kb of the telomeric segment containing the telomere.

Slowdown of telomeric replication forks by aphidicolin results in origin activation in the subtelomere {#s04}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We observed that a greater percentage of replication forks progress further from the telomere in BLM-proficient cells compared with BLM-deficient cells. There was also an increase in the percentage of origins that were detected in the subtelomere of BLM-deficient cells. One consequence of replication fork slowing is the activation of less frequently fired (dormant) origins, to allow for timely completion of replication. This suggested that fork slowdown in BLM-deficient cells results in subtelomeric dormant origin firing. To confirm that slowing of forks emerging from the telomere results in activation of subtelomeric dormant origins, we treated BLM-proficient cells with low levels of aphidicolin to reduce replication fork speed. Previous studies have shown that reduction of fork speed by aphidicolin induces dormant origins in mammalian cells, leading to shorter inter-origin distances ([@bib11]).

We performed SMARD on cells treated with aphidicolin (110 nM) during the IdU labeling pulse followed by CldU pulsing in the absence of aphidicolin ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Because recovery from aphidicolin inhibition is rapid ([@bib29]), effects on fork speed were limited primarily to the IdU pulse. Fork speed determination by SMARD assumes that average fork speeds are the same during both pulses. In practice, this is confirmed by the general observation of similar numbers of fully IdU- and CldU-labeled molecules. Because under aphidicolin treatment conditions fork speeds differed during each pulse, we could not use the standard SMARD analysis to determine the effect of aphidicolin on fork speed. Instead we determined relative fork speeds during each pulse by comparing the total numbers of fully IdU-labeled (red) and fully CldU-labeled (green) molecules that were also obtained in addition to the dual-labeled molecules ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We observed ∼1/4 as many fully red molecules as fully green molecules, indicating that replication in the presence of aphidicolin proceeded at ∼1/4 the rate as in the absence of aphidicolin.

![**Slowdown of telomeric replication forks by aphidicolin leads to dormant origin activation in the subtelomere.** SMARD analysis of the Ch14q telomere segment from BLM-proficient cells treated with aphidicolin. (A) Cells were pulse-labeled with IdU in the presence of aphidicolin (110 nM) followed by labeling with CldU in the absence of aphidicolin. (B) Shown are the number of fully stained red (NR) and green (NG) molecules collected. The ratio of red to green molecules (28/113) indicates that replication in the presence of aphidicolin proceeded at ∼1/4 the rate as in the absence of aphidicolin. (C) Alignments of replicated molecules fully labeled with both IdU (red) and CldU (green) are shown (of the 171 fully labeled \[IdU, CldU, or IdU/CldU\] molecules collected from three independent samples stretched on slides). Almost one third of the molecules (9/30) contain subtelomeric origins, a significantly higher percentage than in untreated cells (1/32; [Fig 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Vertical lines (orange and blue) demarcate the boundaries where FISH probes bind, as described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Symbols are as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. On the right are images of individual color channels depicting telomere PNA and locus-specific FISH probes (blue), IdU (red), and CldU (green) signals shown below the merged images of molecules that display telomeric initiation events. (D) Histogram of molecule alignment.](JCB_201410061_Fig3){#fig3}

We found that similar to untreated cells ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), aphidicolin-treated cells show initiation in the telomere ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the aphidicolin treatment did not prevent telomeric initiation. Importantly, we found that almost one third of the molecules (9/30) had initiations in the subtelomere ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, molecules 9--17), a significantly higher percentage than seen in untreated cells (1/32; see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These origins activated during aphidicolin treatment were distributed throughout the subtelomere rather than at a specific site. Collectively, our results demonstrated that slowing of forks progressing from the telomere led to firing of subtelomeric origins.

Our aphidicolin experimental findings also highlight the utility of the Ch14q telomere as a model locus to study telomere replication, with the induction of dormant origins in the adjacent subtelomere providing a valuable readout of challenged replication in the telomere.

G4 structures in the leading strand impede telomere replication in BLM-deficient cells {#s05}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One proposed role for BLM in telomere maintenance is the removal of G4 structures formed during replication of the G-rich telomeres. As we found that the rate of fork progression through telomere repeats was reduced in BLM-deficient cells, we sought to determine if G4 structures were involved. To address this question, we determined the effect of treating cells with the G4 stabilizer PhenDC3 on the replication of the Ch14q telomere. The bisquinolinium compound PhenDC3 is a G4 DNA ligand with strong quadruplex stabilizing ability on intramolecular quadruplexes formed from the mammalian telomeric repeat sequence, high selectivity and nanomolar affinity for G4 DNA ([@bib15]; [@bib41]), and the demonstrated ability to disrupt telomere stability ([@bib50]; [@bib33]). NMR spectroscopy analysis has revealed that Phen-DC3 interacts with the quadruplex through extensive stacking with the guanine bases of the top G-quartet ([@bib9]).

To examine the effects of G4 stabilizer treatment, cells were incubated with PhenDC3 starting 30 min before IdU labeling and continued during the IdU pulse, followed by CldU pulsing in the absence of the ligand ([Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). SMARD analysis revealed that a much greater number of subtelomeric origins were fired in the BLM-deficient cells compared with BLM-proficient cells ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, ligand treatment increased subtelomeric origin firing only in BLM-deficient cells (compare [Figs. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). No increase was seen in the treated BLM-proficient cells compared with untreated cells ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Because fork slowdown by aphidicolin led to subtelomeric origin induction ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), this raised the possibility that PhenDC3 treatment may also be slowing fork progression through the telomere in BLM-deficient cells, resulting in subtelomeric origin firing. Similar to aphidicolin-induced origins, the G4 ligand-induced origins were distributed throughout the subtelomere rather than at a specific site. In fact, we found that PhenDC3 treatment caused a reduction in average fork speed in BLM-deficient cells while the BLM-proficient cells were unaffected, both for the entire analyzed segment as well as the terminal 100 kb containing the telomere ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, we found that in BLM-deficient cells, PhenDC3 treatment reduced fork speed by ∼0.6 kb/min in both the full segment and the terminal-most 100 kb containing the telomere. That similar reductions were observed was somewhat unexpected since PhenDC3 should be targeting G4 structures and the subtelomere portion of the full segment has far less G4-forming potential than the telomere ([Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp7}). However the fork speed reduction seen in the subtelomere is probably an indirect effect resulting from the presence of the additional induced subtelomeric origins. It has previously been shown that forks associated with closely spaced origins move slower than those emanating from widely spaced origins ([@bib45]; [@bib10]; [@bib11]). Importantly, when compared with BLM-proficient cells, BLM-deficient cells showed a greater reduction in fork speed in the telomere-terminal 100 kb than in the entire 320-kb segment ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, our data are consistent with the conclusion that G4 stabilization by PhenDC3 slows replication fork progression through the telomere.

![**G4 structures impede telomere replication in BLM-deficient cells.** (A) SMARD analysis of the Ch14q telomere segment from BLM-proficient (left) and BLM-deficient (right) cells treated with G4-stabilizing ligand PhenDC3. Cells were treated with PhenDC3 (10 µM) for 30 min then pulse-labeled with IdU in the presence of the ligand followed by labeling with CldU in the absence of the ligand. Alignments of replicated molecules fully labeled with both IdU (red) and CldU (green) are shown (of the 182 BLM-proficient and 133 BLM-deficient fully labeled (IdU, CldU, or IdU/CldU) molecules collected from 5--7 independent samples stretched on slides). A greater number of subtelomeric origins are seen in the BLM-deficient cells (9) compared with BLM-proficient cells (1). Vertical lines (orange and blue) demarcate the boundaries where FISH probes bind, as described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Symbols are as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Histograms of alignments. (C) In the Ch14q telomere, the G-rich strand serves as the template for leading strand copying by the replication fork proceeding from telomere to subtelomere.](JCB_201410061_Fig4){#fig4}

![**Replication initiation events are detected in the Ch14q telomere in BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells treated with G4-stabilizing ligand PhenDC3.** Replicated molecules from BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells treated with G4-stabilizing ligand PhenDC3 that display telomeric initiation events (presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) are shown. Images of individual color channels depicting telomere PNA and locus-specific FISH probes (blue), IdU (red), and CldU (green) signals are shown below the merged images. A map of the 14q locus is depicted above the molecule images, with the positions of the telomeric PNA and FISH probes (blue bars below the map) used to identify and orient the molecules indicated. Symbols are as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. White stars indicate definitive centers of initiations, where a red signal is surrounded by green (see [Fig. S1 B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp8}).](JCB_201410061_Fig5){#fig5}

To confirm that the observed effects of the G4 stabilizer were G4 DNA--specific, we also examined the effect of ligand treatment on the replication of a 234-kb segment of the immunoglobulin heavy chain (Igh) locus. This segment represents a genomic region with much lower G4 DNA--forming potential than the telomere (Table S1), despite the presence of the ∼1.5-kb Mu switch element (which contains 9 of the 95 potential G4-forming sequences in the segment \[Table S1\]) within the terminal 6 kb of one end of the segment. We have previously shown that a large portion of the Igh region (\>500 kb), which includes this segment, is replicated by a single fork progressing across the region ([@bib45]; [@bib24]). When we examined the replication of this 234-kb Igh segment by SMARD, we saw no differences in the replication programs between ligand-treated BLM-deficient and BLM-proficient cells ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In both cell types, we observed only molecules with a single fork and an absence of initiations, as we have previously found for this region for all non-B cells ([@bib45]; [@bib24]). Moreover, we found no differences in the fork rate between ligand-treated BLM-deficient and BLM-proficient cells ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, in contrast to our findings with the telomere-containing Ch14q segment, PhenDC3 treatment had no apparent effects on the replication of the Igh segment.

![**No differences are detected in the replication program of a nontelomeric locus in G4 stabilizer--treated BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells.** SMARD analysis of a segment of the Igh locus from BLM-proficient (left) and BLM-deficient (right) cells treated with G4-stabilizing ligand PhenDC3. Cells were treated with PhenDC3 (10 µM) as in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Alignments of replicated molecules fully labeled with both IdU (red) and CldU (green) are shown (of the 175 BLM-proficient and 155 BLM-deficient fully labeled \[IdU, CldU, or IdU/CldU\] molecules collected from 4--5 independent samples stretched on slides). Vertical lines (orange and blue) demarcate the boundaries where FISH probes bind, as described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Symbols are as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Histograms of alignments. In both cell types, only molecules with a single fork and an absence of initiation events are seen.](JCB_201410061_Fig6){#fig6}

Importantly, because the Ch14q telomere is replicated from origins within the telomere, some of the telomere is copied by a fork progressing from the telomere to the subtelomere. Given the sequence orientation of telomeres, the G-rich strand serves as the template for leading strand copying by this fork ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the differences we observe in fork speeds reflect, at least in part, differences in G-rich leading strand copying, i.e., copying of the G-rich strand by leading strand synthesis. While it is possible that G4 structures may form in the nascent G-rich strand produced during copying of the complementary C-rich strand by lagging strand synthesis, it is unlikely that they would impede copying because they would be behind the advancing lagging strand polymerase. Thus, our data support the conclusion that slowdown of telomeric replication fork movement by PhenDC3 in BLM-deficient cells involves impeded leading strand copying by stabilized G4 structures.

Evidence of an increased amount of G4 structures in telomeres of BLM-deficient cells compared with BLM-proficient cells {#s06}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our SMARD findings on the effect of G4 stabilizer treatment indicated a role for BLM in the resolution of G4 structures formed during telomere replication. However, a direct demonstration of BLM activity on G4 DNA in cells has yet to be shown. Therefore we sought to determine the effects on BLM deficiency on G4 occurrence in cells, both genome-wide and specifically at telomeres. To detect the presence of G4 structures in cells, we used a recently developed antibody against G4 DNA. The antibody, designated BG4, is a single-chain antibody isolated from a phage-display library ([@bib54]) via selection against a panel of intramolecular G4 structures ([@bib3]). This antibody has previously been used to visualize in G4 structures in mammalian cells ([@bib3], [@bib4]). To test the in vivo specificity of the antibody under our experimental conditions, we performed antibody blocking assays using prefolded G4 oligonucleotides. We found that nuclear signal was lost upon preincubation of the antibody with excess prefolded G4 oligonucleotide before cell immunostaining, whereas no signal loss occurred on preincubation with a non--G4-forming control single-stranded oligonucleotide ([Fig. S2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1){#supp9}).

A comparison of BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells stained for G4 ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that BLM-deficient cells displayed 1.6-fold more G4 antibody signals per nucleus than BLM-proficient cells. Furthermore, this difference was even greater when localizing G4 signals to the telomere. When G4 signals were colocalized with the telomere-binding protein TRF1, we found that the percentage of telomeres with overlapping G4 signals was ∼2.3-fold higher in BLM-deficient cells ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we observed in both cell types that the majority of the G4 signals did not localize to the telomere, corroborating previous findings indicating that genome-wide, G4 structures in mammalian cells are largely detected outside of the telomere ([@bib3]; [@bib26]). Importantly, our results show that BLM-deficient cells exhibit more G4, both genome-wide and specifically in the telomere, compared with BLM-proficient cells.

![**BLM-deficient cells exhibit more G4 structures in telomeres compared with BLM-proficient cells.** (A) IF analysis of BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells stained with antibodies specific for G4 DNA (red) and the telomeric protein TRF1 (green). For cells treated with the G4 stabilizer PhenDC3 (10 µM), cells were treated for 4 h before fixation. Arrowheads indicate colocalization of G4 and TRF1 signals. Bars, 5 µm. (B) Quantification of G4 signals and the percentage of colocalization of G4 and TRF1 IF signals are shown. 50--75 cells per type/condition in each of two to three independent experiments were analyzed. Bars represent mean values with standard deviations (error bars). \*, P \< 0.001 via Student's two-tailed *t* test.](JCB_201410061_Fig7){#fig7}

To further confirm the participation of BLM in resolution of G4 structures in telomeres, we examined the effect of PhenDC3 treatment on the detection of G4 in BLM-deficient cells. When we compared the number of G4 signals detected in BLM-proficient and BLM-deficient cells after PhenDC3 treatment, we found that BLM-deficient cells displayed ∼1.6-fold more G4 signals per nucleus than BLM-proficient cells ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). When G4 signals were colocalized with TRF1, we found that the percent of telomeres with overlapping G4 signals was ∼1.9-fold higher in BLM-deficient cells ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This reflected the findings with untreated cells, specifically that BLM-deficient cells display a larger increase (over proficient cells) in G4 signals in the telomeres compared with total nuclear G4 signals. Collectively, these findings support a role for BLM helicase in the removal of G4 structures in cells, particularly in telomeres.

WRN deficiency leads to increased firing of origins in the subtelomere and the combination of BLM and WRN deficiencies has a profound effect on telomere replication {#s07}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As the above studies revealed the involvement of BLM helicase in the copying of G-rich telomere leading strand templates, we asked whether this function was shared with WRN, another RecQ-family helicase that is highly active at unwinding G4 in vitro ([@bib21]; [@bib40]). In contrast to our findings for BLM, the WRN helicase has been suggested to be important specifically for copying of telomere G-rich lagging strands ([@bib12]). However, studies that established the helicase's role were performed in human cells ([@bib12]; [@bib2]), where the G-rich strand primarily serves as a lagging strand template. Accordingly, helicase activity on telomere G-rich leading strand templates would be infrequently detected in human cells. Therefore we examined the effect of WRN deficiency on the replication of the mouse Ch14q telomere to determine if WRN can assist in the leading strand copying of telomere G-rich strands.

SMARD analysis revealed that Ch14q telomere replication in WRN-deficient cells, as in BLM-deficient cells, can initiate in the telomere ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Initiation events within the telomere were seen in six molecules ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, WRN^−/−^ molecules 1--6). Moreover, the majority of the molecules ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, WRN^−/−^ molecules 8--48) exhibited a replication fork moving away from the telomere (red signal flanked on the left by the green signal). Also similar to BLM-deficient cells, WRN-deficient cells fire origins in the subtelomere, suggesting slowed movement of the telomere-initiated fork. Unfortunately, the close proximity of subtelomeric origins to the telomere (more than half of the subtelomeric initiations \[5/9\] occurred within 100 kb of the telomere \[[Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, WRN^−/−^ molecules 8--10, 12, and 13\]) confounded the calculation of fork speed. Forks emanating from these origins quickly meet telomere-originated forks, manifesting as a single fork having replicated the region between the origins. Consequently, forks are undercounted, resulting in an inaccurate determination of fork speed, which is based on average forks per molecule (and molecule duplication time). However, a higher percentage of subtelomeric origins in the Ch14q segment was detected in the WRN^−/−^ cells ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) compared with BLM-deficient cells ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that fork movement may be slower proceeding through the telomere repeats toward the subtelomere in WRN-deficient cells compared with WRN-proficient cells.

![**WRN deficiency leads to increased firing of origins in the subtelomere while the combination of BLM and WRN deficiencies has profound effects on telomere replication.** (A) SMARD analysis of the Ch14q telomere segment from WRN-deficient (WRN^−/−^; left) and BLM-deficient/WRN-deficient (BLM^−/−^/WRN^−/−^; right) cells. Alignments of replicated molecules fully labeled with both IdU (red) and CldU (green) are shown (of the 300 WRN^−/−^ and 285 BLM^−/−^/WRN^−/−^ fully labeled \[IdU, CldU, or IdU/CldU\] molecules collected from 4--5 independent samples stretched on slides). A considerable reduction in telomere length is seen in the BLM/WRN-deficient cells. More than 20% of molecules from BLM/WRN-deficient cells show no IdU labeling in the telomere, indicating that the G-rich telomere strand is replicated solely by lagging strand copying. Vertical lines (orange and blue) demarcate the boundaries where FISH probes bind, as described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Symbols are as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Histograms of alignments.](JCB_201410061_Fig8){#fig8}

To further establish whether WRN may be involved in copying of G-rich telomere leading strand templates, we examined Ch14q telomere replication in cells deficient for both BLM and WRN. This analysis revealed profound effects of the combined deficiency. We found that a substantial proportion (10/47) of molecules from BLM/WRN-deficient cells ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, BLM^−/−^ WRN^−/−^ molecules 4, 6, 9, 10, and 33--38) had no IdU (red) labeling in the telomere. In contrast, telomeres in all molecules from proficient cells and either single mutant, with the exception of 1 of the 48 WRN^−/−^ molecules ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), contained IdU labeling. This indicated that unlike in proficient or singly deficient cells, the G-rich telomere strand is replicated primarily by lagging strand synthesis that initiated in the subtelomere in a significant percentage of BLM/WRN-deficient cells. Thus, these findings point to participation of WRN in telomere G-rich leading strand copying. Furthermore, telomere length was considerably reduced in the BLM/WRN-deficient cells ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) compared with either singly deficient line ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a need for at least one of the helicases for proper Ch14q telomere maintenance. Collectively, our findings support some extent of functional overlap between BLM and WRN with regard to G-rich leading strand copying of telomeres.

WRN-deficient cells exhibit more G4 in the telomere compared with wild-type cells {#s08}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Similar to BLM, a role for WRN helicase in the removal of G4 structures in cells has been inferred based on its in vitro G4 unwinding capacity. To date, however, direct evidence of WRN activity on G4 in cells is lacking. Thus, we probed cells with the G4-specific BG4 antibody, to determine if WRN deficiency would lead to changes in G4 detected genome-wide as well as specifically at telomeres. Immunofluorescence (IF) staining for G4 revealed that compared with WRN-proficient cells, WRN-deficient cells displayed 1.4-fold more G4 signals per nucleus. When G4 signals were colocalized with TRF1, we found that the percentage of telomeres with overlapping G4 signals was ∼1.7-fold higher in WRN-deficient cells ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Combined WRN and BLM deficiency led to even greater increases in detected G4. We observed that cells deficient in both WRN and BLM exhibited ∼2.2-fold more G4 signals per nucleus compared with helicase-proficient cells. Furthermore, when G4 signals were colocalized with TRF1, we found that the percentage of telomeres with overlapping G4 signals in WRN/BLM-deficient cells was ∼2.7-fold higher than in proficient cells ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, these findings suggest some overlapping activity in the resolution of G4 in telomeres, as the additive effect of the combining BLM and WRN deficiencies on detected G4 was partial in nature ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, as seen in BLM-deficient cells, WRN-deficient cells display a larger increase (over proficient cells) in G4 signals in the telomere compared with total nuclear G4 signals. Thus, these results support a role for WRN helicase in the removal of G4 structures in cells, particularly in telomeres.

![**WRN-deficient cells exhibit more G4 in telomeres compared with WRN-proficient cells.** (A) IF analysis of WRN-proficient (BLM^+/−^), WRN-deficient (WRN^−/−^), and BLM-deficient/WRN-deficient (BLM^−/−^/WRN^−/−^) cells stained with antibodies specific for G4 DNA (red) and TRF1 (green). Arrowheads indicate colocalization of G4 and TRF1 signals. Bars, 5 µm. (B) Quantification of G4 signals and the percent colocalization of G4 and TRF1 IF signals is shown. 50--75 cells per type/condition in each of two to three independent experiments were analyzed. Bars represent mean values with standard deviations (error bars). \*, P \< 0.001 via Student's two-tailed *t* test.](JCB_201410061_Fig9){#fig9}

Discussion {#s09}
==========

Mammalian telomeres provide an ingenious and effective cellular strategy for the protection of chromosome termini and genome integrity. One disadvantage of the G-rich composition of mammalian telomeres, however, is its underlying potential to form replication-impeding structures. Accordingly, mechanisms have evolved to alleviate these obstructions and allow for efficient telomere replication. Our studies elucidate a previously unappreciated role for BLM helicase in assisting the in vivo copying of G-rich telomere leading strand templates.

As the DNA duplex is unwound during replication fork progression, the template for leading strand synthesis has less extensive single-stranded portions than the lagging strand template. Therefore, G4 structures should have a greater opportunity for forming in G-rich lagging strand templates. Thus, G-rich sequences would predictably pose a greater replication challenge to lagging strand synthesis than to leading strand synthesis. However, our findings reveal that G-rich telomere sequences can also challenge leading strand synthesis. One possible explanation may involve increased G-rich template single-strandedness mediated by uncoupling of the replicative polymerase and helicase, due to transient polymerase slowing as the replisome progresses through the telomere. It has previously been shown that replication fork perturbation by lesions induced by UV irradiation and cis-platinum or polymerase inhibition by aphidicolin causes the functional uncoupling of the replicative helicase and polymerase ([@bib6]; [@bib49]). Because of the simple repetitive nature of the telomeric sequence, it is possible that G-strand copying could lead to a transient local depletion of dCTP and dATP, creating a condition conducive to transient polymerase stalling and polymerase-helicase uncoupling ([@bib28]). As a result, the uncoupled helicase could unwind the duplex ahead of the polymerase at an increased rate, generating long stretches of single-stranded template in the telomere. These single-stranded regions promote formation of G4 structures that could obstruct and slow the polymerase further, increasing the size of the regions, leading to more G4 formation and increased replication challenge. Alternatively, it is possible that given the significant G4-forming potential across the extensive length of the telomere, fork blockage by occasional G4 structures formed during unperturbed synthesis could lead to fork slowdown to drive the uncoupling process.

Telomere fragility, the detection of aberrant telomeric structures in metaphase chromosomes, is a likely manifestation of replication challenged by structured telomeric DNA. We have previously shown a causal relationship between BLM deficiency and telomere fragility, which is evidence of the involvement of BLM in telomere replication ([@bib55]). Our current data more clearly define the helicase's participation in telomere replication, indicating that BLM contributes to telomere leading strand copying. Interestingly, BLM was recently found to localize to ultra-fine bridges (UFBs) that can form between telomeres in anaphase, leading to the proposal that BLM participates in telomere maintenance by processing late-replicating intermediate structures ([@bib2]). Alternatively, it is possible that telomeric UFBs may represent fully replicated, intertwined telomeres and that BLM assists in simple decatenation ([@bib7]; [@bib2]). Regardless, it appears that BLM plays multiple roles in resolving telomeric structures to support telomere replication.

Despite their similar in vitro activities on telomeric substrates ([@bib47], [@bib48]; [@bib30]), distinct roles in telomere replication have been proposed for BLM and WRN based on disparate in vivo effects of helicase deficiency. In human fibroblasts, WRN deficiency leads to preferential loss of G-rich lagging strands after telomere replication, whereas no strand loss bias is seen in BLM-deficient cells ([@bib2]). In addition, BLM deficiency leads to enhanced telomere fragility in cells while WRN deficiency does not ([@bib55]). However, the combined deficiency of both BLM and WRN in telomerase-deficient mice led to synergistic increases in telomere dysfunction, suggesting some functional redundancy between the helicases ([@bib20]). Consistent with this idea is our observation of an additive effect of BLM and WRN deficiencies on the efficiency of telomere G-rich leading strand copying. Thus, BLM and WRN apparently perform both unique and overlapping functions in telomere replication.

Heretofore, evidence for the participation of BLM and WRN in resolution of G4 structures in cells was indirect ([@bib27]; [@bib1]; [@bib42]). The recent development of G4-specific antibodies that detect G4 structures in mammalian cells ([@bib3]; [@bib26]) has enabled the direct visualization of cellular G4 structures. Using a G4-specific antibody, we observed that deficiency of BLM or WRN led to increased detection of G4 in cells, directly demonstrating, for the first time, a contribution of these helicases in resolution of genomic G4 structures. Furthermore, combined deficiency of both helicases led to a partially additive phenotype, supporting some extent of overlapping activity on genomic G4 structures. Importantly, deficiency of either helicase resulted in greater increases in G4 detected in the telomere compared with G4 seen genome-wide, indicating that telomeres have a greater dependence on the helicases for suppression of G4 formation. This would seem to reflect the higher density of potential G4-forming sequences in telomeres relative to the genome as a whole.

Our present studies revealed that combined deficiency of BLM and WRN led to reduced efficiency of telomere G-rich leading strand copying, as indicated by an increased frequency of G-rich strand replication in the Ch14q telomere solely by lagging strand copying. BLM/WRN-deficient cells also displayed significant Ch14q telomere shortening compared with singly deficient cells, which suggests that proper leading strand copying of the G-rich strand requires at least one of these helicases. Interestingly, the replication of the G-rich strand in Ch14q telomere could still be accomplished by leading strand copying in the doubly deficient cells, implying that an additional helicase may be able to functionally substitute for BLM (or WRN). One candidate is the PIF1 helicase, which has been shown to stabilize replication of the G4-prone human CEB1 (hCEB1) minisatellite sequence in a yeast model system ([@bib33]). Significantly, deletion of PIF1 led to hCEB1 instability only when the G-rich strand was the template for leading strand replication ([@bib33]). It is also noteworthy that murine telomere homeostasis is not dependent on PIF1, which suggests genetic redundancy with other helicases, possibly BLM and/or WRN ([@bib57]).

One question raised by our studies is how BLM (or WRN) assists in leading strand copying of the G-rich strands. BLM (and WRN) loads onto single-stranded (ss) DNA and translocates in a 3′ to 5′ direction to unwind DNA ([@bib13]). Thus, the helicase could simply bind adjacent to a G4 structure formed in the ss portion of the template behind the replicative helicase and unwind it. However, the polarity of BLM action would require it to bind 3′ of the structure, which may be hindered by the presence of polymerase epsilon, the leading strand polymerase. Recent data suggest an additional possible mechanism involving partnership with the FANCJ helicase, a member of the Fanconi anemia protein family with 5′ to 3′ helicase polarity ([@bib32]; [@bib59]). Studies have shown in vivo association of BLM and FANCJ, and that both helicases physically and functionally interact with each other ([@bib58]). Significantly, FANCJ was demonstrated to act in concert with both BLM and WRN to maintain the epigenetic stability of G4-forming DNA sequences ([@bib53]). Given that FANCJ (like BLM and WRN) has been found at telomeres ([@bib16]), it is possible that BLM (and WRN) and FANCJ act from opposite directions to collaborate on removal of G4 structures from G-rich telomere leading stand templates ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Alternatively, BLM and WRN may invoke a fork regression/restoration mechanism to allow the replication fork to bypass a leading strand G4 structure rather than directly unwinding the obstruction ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Both helicases can reverse forks in vitro ([@bib35]; [@bib51]) to generate "chicken foot"--like structures resembling Holliday junctions as well as unwind these structures to restore them to functional replication forks ([@bib36]). However, while such a mechanism would allow for replication fork continuation past G4 structures, it would also lead to loss of telomeric DNA. Importantly, it is possible for more than one of the above-proposed mechanisms to be used, as they are not mutually exclusive. Thus, future studies will be needed to determine which, if any, of the proposed mechanisms are used.

![**Potential mechanisms of BLM participation in leading strand copying of telomeres.** The G-rich telomere strand serves as the template for leading strand copying when forks from telomeric origins progress from the telomere to subtelomere. Thus, G4 structures could potentially form ahead of the fork during leading strand synthesis. One possible mechanism to remove such G4 obstructions could be for BLM to act in a coordinated manner with FANCJ to unwind the structure to allow the fork to proceed. In another potential mechanism, BLM could act to unwind the nascent strand from the lagging template strand at the obstructed fork. Template switching by the nascent leading strand to the nascent lagging strand, followed by template copying, generates a regressed fork. Subsequent unwinding of the regressed fork by BLM and reannealing of the nascent leading strand to the G-rich leading template strand results in reversal of the regressed fork, permitting the fork to bypass the G4 structure. WRN could use the same potential mechanisms as well.](JCB_201410061_Fig10){#fig10}

In summary, we have demonstrated the participation of BLM helicase in the replication of G-rich telomere leading strands, uncovering an additional function of BLM in telomere maintenance. Our findings also indicate overlap of this function with other helicases, including WRN, suggesting that G-rich telomere leading strand templates present a significant replication challenge. The demonstrated instability of G-rich sequences when they are specifically replicated as leading strand templates in PIF1 helicase-deficient yeast cells supports this conclusion ([@bib33]). Along these lines, it will be important to determine whether BLM contributes to the faithful copying of G4-prone templates by leading strand synthesis at nontelomeric regions in mammalian cells.

Materials and methods {#s10}
=====================

Cell culture {#s11}
------------

SV40-LT-immortalized BLM^M3/M3^ (BLM-deficient), BLM^+/M3^ (BLM-proficient), WRN^−/−^, and BLM^M3/M3^/WRN^−/−^ adult mouse ear fibroblasts ([@bib20]; a gift from B. Johnson, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA) were cultured in DMEM (HyClone) supplemented with 10% FBS, [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, and penicillin-streptomycin. The BLM^M3^ allele was generated by gene targeting, yielding a mutant allele that contains an extra copy of exon 3, leading to expression of a truncated polypeptide consisting of only the N-terminal 296 amino acids of the 1,416-residue full-length protein ([@bib34]). BLM^M3^ heterozygous cells express significant levels of wild-type BLM protein (62% of wild type cells), whereas homozygous cells produce only 25% of the level of wild-type BLM protein of wild-type cells ([@bib34]; [@bib39]). When homozygous, the BLM^M3^ hypomorphic allele has been previously shown to induce high levels of homologous recombination, increase rates of loss of heterozygosity, and lead to a predisposition to cancer in mice ([@bib34]; [@bib39]). The reduction in BLM protein level in BLM^M3/M3^ cells also correlates with increased chromosome instability and tumor predisposition ([@bib39]). The WRN^--^ mutant allele was generated by targeted replacement of the 3′-most exon encoding the WRN catalytic helicase domain with a β geo cassette (β-galactosidase/neomycin^r^ fusion gene; [@bib31]). No detectable WRN protein expression was seen in ear fibroblasts from WRN^−/−^ mice using an antibody directed against the C terminus of the protein ([@bib31]). The G4 stabilizing ligand PhenDC3 ([@bib14][@bib15]; [@bib41]) was generously provided by M.-P. Teulade-Fichou (Institut Curie, Paris, France).

SMARD {#s12}
-----

SMARD was performed essentially as previously described ([@bib43], [@bib44]; Fig. S1). Exponentially growing cells were sequentially pulse labeled with 30 µM IdU (4 h) followed by 30 µM CldU (4 h). In experiments examining the effects of aphidicolin treatment, cells were exposed to aphidicolin (Sigma-Aldrich; final \[110 nM\]) during the 4 h IdU labeling pulse only. In experiments examining the effects of the G4 stabilizer PhenDC3 on replication, PhenDC3 was added (final \[10 µM\]) to the cells 30 min before IdU labeling and was kept in the culture only during the 4-h IdU pulse. After pulsing, labeled cells were embedded in 0.5% low-melting agarose (InCert; FMC Technologies) at 10^6^ cells per 80 µl agarose cell plug and lysed overnight at 50°C in 1% *n*-lauroylsarcosine and 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8, containing 20 mg/ml proteinase K. The plugs were then washed with TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8, and 1 mM EDTA), treated with 200 µM PMSF, then washed with TE, pH 8. Subsequently, the plugs were equilibrated in restriction enzyme digestion buffer (New England Biolabs, Inc.), then Sbf I (30 U/plug) was added and the DNA in the plugs digested in situ by overnight incubation at 37°C. The digested plugs were cast into 0.7% gels (SeaPlaque GTG; Lonza) and the DNA was separated by pulse field gel electrophoresis using a CHEF-DRII system (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Specific telomere/subtelomere chromosome segments within the gel were then located by performing Southern blotting on a portion of the gel using a subtelomere-specific probe (Ch14q nucleotides 124,675,539--124,676,406). After Southern blotting, pulse field gel slices containing the telomere/subtelomere segments of interest were excised and melted, and the DNA was released into the solution stretched on microscope slides coated with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich). The stretched DNA was denatured in alkali buffer (0.1 M NaOH in 70% ethanol and 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol) and fixed in alkali buffer containing 0.5% glutaraldehyde. The denatured, fixed DNA was hybridized overnight with biotinylated probes at 37°C in humidified chamber. Biotinylated DNA FISH probes based on Ch14q subtelomeric sequence (Ch14q nucleotides 124,558,733--124,597,931 \[probe 1\] and nucleotides 124,668,794--124,681,022 \[probe 2\]) and Igh sequence (Ch 12 nucleotides 113,422,105--113,427,287 \[probe 1\], 113,482,544--113,490,534 \[probe 2\], and 113,615,750--113,624,697 \[probe 3\]; all map coordinates according to GRCm38.p2 reference assembly) were prepared by nick translation in the presence of biotin-16-dUTP (Roche) and used to identify the specific telomeric/subtelomeric and Igh segments. A biotin-OO-(CCCTAA)4 PNA probe (50 nM; BioSynthesis) was used to hybridize to the G-rich strand to identify the telomeric portion of Ch14q segment. After hybridization, the slides were blocked with 1% BSA for a minimum of 20 min. FISH probes were then detected by incubating with an Alexa Fluor 350--conjugated NeutrAvidin (Invitrogen) followed by two rounds of incubation first with a biotinylated anti-avidin antibody (Vector Laboratories) and then the Alexa Fluor 350--conjugated NeutrAvidin. The two incorporated, halogenated nucleosides were visualized by indirect immunostaining, during the second round of FISH detection, using a mouse anti-IdU monoclonal antibody (BD) and a rat anti-CldU monoclonal antibody (Accurate) followed by Alexa Fluor 568--conjugated goat anti--mouse (Molecular Probes) and Alexa Fluor 488--conjugated goat anti--rat antibodies. After immunostaining, coverslips were mounted on slides with antifade reagent (ProLong Gold; Invitrogen).

Photomicrograph image acquisition and analysis {#s13}
----------------------------------------------

Images of immunostained molecules were acquired at room temperature using a fluorescence microscope (Axioskop 2; Carl Zeiss) equipped with a Plan-Apochromatic 63× 1.4 NA oil objective lens and a charge-coupled device camera (CoolSNAP HQ; Photometrics) using IPLab software (BioVision). Images were processed with Photoshop (Adobe) and aligned according to the FISH probe pattern using Illustrator software (Adobe). Only images of molecules that were fully labeled with IdU, CldU, or both IdU and CldU, and displayed signals of both FISH probes and telomere-specific PNA probe, were collected for analysis. For analysis of the terminal 100 kb of the full-length molecules, the length of the entire segment was measured and divided by 64 to obtain the length per 5-kb unit, which was overlaid on molecules (as done for replication histograms; see Fig. S1 B) to delineate the terminal 100 kb of the segment.

G4 structure-specific antibody {#s14}
------------------------------

The single-chain G4 structure-specific antibody BG4 was expressed from plasmid pSANG10-BG4 ([@bib3]; generous gift of S. Balasubramanian, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, UK). The single-chain antibody BG4 was isolated from the Sanger phage-display library (2.3 × 10^10^ single-chain antibody clones) by selection against a panel of intramolecular G4 structures ([@bib3]). The BG4 sequence was then cloned into the pSANG10 expression plasmid ([@bib38]) to generate pSANG10-BG4, which expresses the BG4 antibody along with C-terminal hexa-histidine and 3×FLAG epitope tags. The BG4 antibody was expressed from pSANG10-BG4 in bacterial cultures grown overnight in auto-induction medium as described previously ([@bib38]). After overnight culturing, the cells were pelleted and periplasmic extracts were prepared by resuspending pellets in ice-cold TES buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, and 20% sucrose), placing them on ice for 10 min followed by the addition of an equal volume of 0.2× TES buffer, and keeping them on ice for an additional 15 min. The periplasmic extracts were then centrifuged (20 min at 8,000 rpm) to remove cellular debris. The BG4 antibody was purified from the cleared extract via its hexa-histidine epitope tag by binding to Ni-NTA agarose (QIAGEN), washing with 10 mM imidazole, 100 mM NaCl in PBS, pH 8, followed by elution with 300 mM imidazole in PBS, pH 8. The eluted antibody was then dialyzed against PBS, pH 8, and stored at −80°C.

IF {#s15}
--

Cells were grown overnight at 37°C on flame-sterilized coverslips then washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (EM Sciences). In some experiments, cells were incubated for an additional 4 h in the presence of the G4 stabilizer PhenDC3 (10 µM) before fixation. Fixed cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100, washed with PBS, then blocked with blocking solution (5% normal goat serum and 5% normal donkey serum \[Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.\] in PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 \[PBS-T\]). After blocking, cells were incubated with anti-G4 antibody (BG4) in blocking solution for 1 h, washed with PBS-T, then incubated with anti-FLAG (M2; Sigma-Aldrich) and anti--mouse TRF1 (1449; affinity purified rabbit polyclonal; gift from T. de Lange, Rockefeller University, New York, NY) antibodies in blocking solution. Cells were then washed with PBS-T and incubated with Alexa Fluor 568--conjugated goat anti--mouse (A11031; Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor 488--conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (A21206; Invitrogen) secondary antibodies. After antibody staining, cells were washed with PBS-T and nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich). Coverslips were then washed with PBS, air-dried, and mounted with antifade reagent (ProLong Gold; Invitrogen). In blocking experiments, BG4 antibody was preincubated for 1 h with an excess of prefolded G4 DNA oligonucleotide (5′-AGGGAGGGCGCTGGGAGGAGGG-3′) or single-stranded non--G4-forming DNA oligonucleotide (5′-GGCATAGTGCGTGGGCG-3′) before use in immunostaining. The G4 oligonucleotide was prefolded by heating the oligonucleotide (in 100 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4) at 95°C for 5 min, then allowing the solution to slowly cool to room temperature. Z-stack images of cells were captured at room temperature using a fluorescence microscope (Axioskop 2; Carl Zeiss) equipped with a Plan Apochromatic 63× 1.4 NA oil objective lens, a motorized stage, and a charge-coupled device camera (CoolSNAP HQ; Photometrics) using IPLab software (BioVision). 50--75 cells per condition in each of two to three independent experiments were analyzed using Volocity software (PerkinElmer).

Online supplemental material {#s16}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 depicts the SMARD methodology. Fig. S2 shows that BG4 antibody immunostaining is specifically blocked by a prefolded G4 oligonucleotide. Figs. S3, S4, and S5 depict all of the fully red and fully green molecules reported in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Table S1 details the number of G4 motifs in the DNA segments studied here. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201410061/DC1>.
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